WEST FACADE (DYNABROCK RD.) SIGNAGE:
FACING AREA = 1,473 SF
100% ALLOWSABLE = 1,473 SF
ACTUAL = 1,473 SF
LANDROVER = 78 SF
JAGUAR = 795 SF
PANAMA = 690 SF
TYPICAL ACM "CHAMPAGNE SILVER" PANEL CLADDING @ TYPICAL

SOUTH FACADE (DYNABROCK RD.) SIGNAGE:
FACING AREA = 7,786 SF
100% ALLOWSABLE = 7,786 SF
ACTUAL = 7,786 SF
LANDROVER = 860 SF
JAGUAR = 1,620 SF
PANAMA = 5,222 SF
TYPICAL ACM "CHAMPAGNE SILVER" PANEL CLADDING @ TYPICAL
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